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Abstract: Many of the current implementations of exoskeletons for the lower extremities are
conceived to either augment the user’s load-carrying capabilities or reduce muscle activation
during walking. Comparatively little research has been conducted on enabling an exoskeleton
to increase the agility of lower-limb movements. One obstacle in this regard is the inertia of the
exoskeleton’s mechanism, which tends to reduce the natural frequency of the human limbs. A
control method is presented that produces an approximate compensation of the inertia of an
exoskeleton’s mechanism. The controller was tested on a statically mounted, single-degree-of-
freedom (DOF) exoskeleton that assists knee flexion and extension. Test subjects performed
multiple series of leg-swing movements in the context of a computer-based, sprint-like task. A
large initial acceleration of the leg was needed for the subjects to track a virtual target on a
computer screen. The uncompensated inertia of the exoskeleton mechanism slowed down the
transient response of the subjects’ limb, in comparison with trials performed without the
exoskeleton. The subsequent use of emulated inertia compensation on the exoskeleton allowed
the subjects to improve their transient response for the same task.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, different types of exoskeletons and

orthotic devices have been developed to assist lower-

limb motion. An exoskeleton can be defined as a

powered wearable mechanism with an anthropo-

morphic configuration, capable of tracking the user’s

movements. Most of the existing implementations

of lower-limb exoskeletons can be classified in the

following categories:

(a) gravitational support of a load carried by the

user;

(b) augmentation of the user’s muscle forces;

(c) gait trainers for physical therapy and movement

rehabilitation;

(d) single-joint orthotic devices.

An example in the first category is the Berkeley

lower extremity exoskeleton (BLEEX) [1], an energe-

tically autonomous exoskeleton designed to support

a heavy backpack carried by the user. The device’s

sensitivity to the user’s movements is increased by a

controller that employs positive kinematic feedback.

The exoskeleton developed by Walsh et al. [2] com-

bines passive load-carrying capabilities with the use

of elastic components to store energy during the

negative-work phases of the gait cycle. This energy is

released during the positive-work phases to assist

the progression of walking.

Force augmentation is exemplified by the hybrid

assistive leg (HAL) [3], which employs actuators to

assist the hip and knee joints. The system utilizes a

hybrid control method that combines impedance
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control for user comfort [4] with an assistive mode of

operation, for example EMG-based force augmenta-

tion [5].

Robotic gait trainers are usually statically supported

devices designed to assist subjects walking on a

treadmill rather than enable autonomous ambulation.

Control methods for such devices focus on the

mode of transmitting forces to the leg segments. The

Lokomat orthosis (Hocoma AG, Volketswil, Switzer-

land) [6] is designed for automated treadmill training

for patients with severe impairment of the lower limbs.

Banala et al. [7] have developed a force-controlled

active exoskeleton that generates a prescribed trajec-

tory path for the ankle during walking. The Lower-

Extremity Powered Exoskeleton (LOPES) [8] has joints

actuated with bowden-cable driven series elastic ac-

tuators, making the orthosis behave as a force source

that acts in substitution of a human trainer.

Active orthoses that assist a single leg joint are

usually simpler from an engineering perspective, but

often incorporate more expertise on the dynamics

and energetics of human walking. Ferris et al. [9]

developed a powered ankle–foot orthosis (AFO) that

uses proportional electromyographical (EMG) con-

trol. The AFO is remarkable in that it has been able to

reduce net metabolic power during walking [10]. The

MIT ankle–foot orthosis [11] is a powered AFO de-

signed to assist drop-foot gait. The RoboKnee [12] is a

knee-mounted exoskeleton that adds power to the

knee joint by means of a linear series elastic actuator.

Significant advances have been made in endowing

exoskeletons with force-augmentation capabilities.

However, recent surveys [13, 14] reveal that little

research has been done so far on the effects of an

exoskeleton on the the agility of leg movements. At

this point the present authors are not aware of any

studies specifically addressing how an exoskeleton

can influence the subject’s self-selected speed of

walking. Another topic that has yet to be investigated

is the effect of an exoskeleton on the user’s ability to

accelerate the legs when quick reactions are needed.

The present study constitutes a first step towards

enabling an exoskeleton to increase the agility of the

lower extremities. At preferred walking speeds, the

swing leg behaves as a pendulum oscillating close to

its natural frequency [15]. The swing phase of

walking takes advantage of this pendular motion

of the leg in order to reduce the metabolic cost of

walking. Thus a basic notion motivating this re-

search is that a wearable exoskeleton could be used

to increase the natural frequency of the legs, and in

doing so enable users to walk comfortably at higher

speeds. Although few studies have been conducted

on the modulation of leg swing frequency by means

of an exoskeleton [4, 16], this effect has not yet been

linked to the kinematics and energetics of walking.

A key difficulty in using an exoskeleton to increase

the agility of leg movements is that the exoskeleton’s

mechanism adds weight and inertia to the leg, plus

friction and other dissipative effects. Therefore the

mechanism by itself will probably tend to make the

legs’ movements slower, not faster. And while it is

quite feasible to mask the weight and the friction

of the exoskeleton using control, compensating the

mechanism’s inertia is considerably more difficult

owing to stability issues [17, 18]. All other things

being equal, the inertia added by the exoskeleton will

reduce the pendulum frequency of the legs. This can

have important consequences on the kinematics and

energetics of walking. A study by Browning et al. [19]

found that adding masses to the leg increases the

metabolic cost of walking. This cost was strongly

correlated to the moment of inertia of the loaded leg.

A similar study by Royer and Martin [20] showed

that loading the legs also increases the swing time

and the stride time during walking, which is con-

sistent with a decrease in the natural frequency of

the legs.

Although the inertia of the exoskeleton could be

kept relatively low through design (for example by

using lightweight materials or placing the actuators

proximally to the trunk), it is highly desirable to have

a method for compensating the inertia of the exo-

skeleton through control. This in turn leads to an

interesting prospect: to not only compensate the

drop in the natural frequency of the legs caused by

the exoskeleton mechanism, but actually to make

the natural frequency of the exoskeleton-assisted leg

higher than that of the unaided legs. By thus raising

the bandwidth of the leg’s frequency response, the

exoskeleton may enable users to impart larger ac-

celerations on the legs. Melzer and Oddsson [21]

have reported that the velocity of voluntary and

compensatory stepping decreases considerably with

age. In this regard, an exoskeleton cannot help the

age-related deterioration of neurological factors.

However, inertia compensation could partially com-

pensate the slowing down of the response of the

nervous system by improving the frequency re-

sponse of the lower limbs.

In this paper a control method is presented that

produces an approximate form of compensation of

an exoskeleton’s inertia. The implementation dis-

cussed here is restricted to single-joint control, but it

can in principle be transferred to multijoint exoske-

leton control. The method was tested on a statically
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mounted, single-DOF (degree-of-freedom) exoskele-

ton [22, 23] that assists the user in performing knee

flexions and extensions. Experiments were con-

ducted in which subjects performed multiple series

of leg-swing movements in the context of a compu-

ter-based pursuit task. The experimental conditions

included moving the leg unaided, and then doing so

with the aid of the exoskeleton. The main goal was to

determine how the subjects’ ability to accelerate

their legs was affected by the inertia of the

exoskeleton, and to assess the effectiveness of the

controller in counteracting these inertial effects.

2 METHODS

2.1 Design and control of a 1-DOF exoskeleton
with emulated inertia compensation

The authors have designed and built a stationary

1-DOF exoskeleton for assisting knee flexion and

extension exercises. Its purpose is to investigate the

effects of the exoskeleton’s virtual dynamics (i.e. the

dynamics resulting from closed-loop control) on the

kinematics of leg-swing motion. Figure 1 shows the

exoskeleton’s main assembly, consisting of a servo

motor, a cable-drive transmission and a pivoting arm.

The cable-drive solution avoids the occurrence of

backlash in the transmission, thereby eliminating the

risk of limit cycles during the exoskeleton’s operation.

The motor is a Kollmorgen (Radford, VA, USA)

brushless AC servo with a power rating of 0.99 kW and

a continuous torque rating of 2.0 N m. The transmis-

sion ratio of the cable drive is 10:1, thus allowing a

continuous torque output of about 20.0 N m. The

motor comes with a proprietary 24-bit ‘smart feed-

back’ device that produces an emulated encoder

output of up to 32 768 counts before quadrature, for a

net resolution of 131 072 counts. The angular position

of the exoskeleton arm is obtained from the emulated

encoder output. The angular acceleration of the

exoskeleton arm is measured by means of an MT9

digital inertial measurement unit from Xsens Tech-

nologies (Enschede, the Netherlands), operating at a

sampling rate of 200 Hz. The unit features a 3-axis

linear accelerometer, and is mounted on the exoske-

leton arm in such a way that two of the accelerometer

axes lie on the plane of rotation of the arm. Angular

acceleration is computed from the linear acceleration

readings generated by those two axes.* For actual use

the exoskeleton assembly is mounted on a rigid

support frame (Fig. 2). A custom-built, sliding ankle

brace couples the user’s leg to the exoskeleton arm.

Further details of the exoskeleton’s design can be

found in reference [24].

Admittance control is employed to make the exo-

skeleton display a set of chosen virtual dynamics.

Experiments using negative virtual damping to trans-

mit energy to the human limb have been reported

by the authors [22, 23]. That method relied in part on

the passive damping of the human limb to insure

the stability of the coupled system formed by the

limb and the exoskeleton. However, the same strategy

cannot be applied to produce inertia compensation; it

is not feasible to implement a negative inertia on the

admittance controller and use the inertia of the

human limb to guarantee stability. Non-collocation

of the exoskeleton’s actuator and the torque sensor

will cause the coupled system to become unstable

even for positive values of virtual inertia, if these are

too low in magnitude.

Fig. 1 Diagram of the 1-DOF exoskeleton’s motor, cable
drive, and arm assembly

*This method produces a relatively noise-free acceleration signal that would be practically impossible to duplicate by taking a double

time derivative of the encoder readings.
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The relationship between non-collocation and the

exoskeleton’s virtual inertia (as generated by the

admittance controller) has been analysed previously

[25]. A simple admittance control model showed

that the system would become unstable if the virtual

inertia were lower than the servo motor’s inertia

reflected on the shaft of the exoskeleton’s arm. The

alternative proposed was an approximate form of

inertia compensation that used feedback of the low-

pass filtered angular acceleration of the exoskeleton

arm. A negative feedback gain was employed to

approximate the effect of a negative inertia term at

low frequencies. Although this technique does not

attain an exact cancelation of the human limb’s

inertia, the method does produce some of its de-

sirable effects, particularly an increase in the pen-

dulum frequency of the leg. Thus the effect can be

referred to as ‘emulated inertia compensation’.

2.2 Implementation of the admittance controller
with inertia compensator

2.2.1 Structure of the admittance controller

The controller implemented for the physical 1-DOF

exoskeleton is shown in Fig. 3. Its major components

are an admittance controller and a feedback loop

forming the inertia compensator. The admittance

controller consists of an admittance model followed

by a trajectory-tracking LQ controller with an error-

integral term [26]. The admittance model is ex-

Fig. 2 Statically mounted 1-DOF exoskeleton for knee
flexion and extension

Fig. 3 Detailed model of the exoskeleton controller. A virtual admittance model generates a
reference state trajectory qref. The input to the admittance model is the sum of the torque
sensor measurement ts plus the feedback torque from the inertia compensator. The
reference trajectory qref is tracked by a closed-loop controller that uses an LQ regulator.
The exoskeleton drive outputs are the angular velocity wm of the servo motor reflected on
the output shaft, and the output shaft’s own angular velocity ws. The exoskeleton’s arm
angle h is measured by a proprietary feedback device that emulates an encoder. A state
observer with a Kalman filter is employed to compute a full state estimate for feedback. In
the inertia compensator, the angular acceleration feedback signal is low-pass filtered by a
fourth-order Butterworth filter (Hlo(s)) with a cut-off frequency of 4 Hz. A negative
feedback gain Ic emulates a negative inertia term at low frequencies
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pressed in state-space form as
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where h is the angular position of the exoskeleton

arm and j 5
Ð

h dt. The integral term j is employed to

minimize tracking error. The input to the admittance
model, tnet, is the sum of the torque measured by the
torque sensor, ts, plus the feedback torque from the
inertia compensator. The above system can be ex-
pressed in compact form as

_qq~�FFd
e qz�GGd

e tnet ð2Þ

where q represents the state-space vector

q~ h _hh j
� �T ð3Þ

The admittance model uses numerical integration

to generate the reference state-space trajectory qref(t)

that will be tracked by the closed-loop LQ controller.

The reference angle h(t) and angular velocity h˙(t) are

computed using a fourth-order multistep predictor-

corrector algorithm. The algorithm was selected for

its capability to simulate a physical system with un-

stable components [27], as is the case of the exo-

skeleton. Given a sampling period T, the kth order

predictor step is an Adams-Bashforth formula [28],

essentially an extrapolation of values computed at

times t, t 2 T, etc.

P hð Þ : h tzTð Þ~h tð ÞzT _hh tð ÞzT 2
Xk{1

i~1

aI f tz 1{i½ �Tð Þ

ð4Þ

P _hh
� �

: T _hh tzTð Þ~h tzTð Þ{h tð Þ

zT 2
Xk{1

i~1

a0I f tz 1{i½ �Tð Þ ð5Þ

The next step is an evaluation of f using the

predictions h(t + T) and ḣ(t + T). Corrections are then

made with the aid of an Adams-Moulton formula

C hð Þ : h tzTð Þ~h tð ÞzT _hh tð ÞzT 2
Xk{1

i~1

bif tz 2{i½ �Tð Þ

ð6Þ

C _hh
� �

: T _hh tzTð Þ~h tzTð Þ{h tð Þ

zT 2
Xk{1

i~1

b0if tz 2{i½ �Tð Þ ð7Þ

The integral term j(t) is computed using a simple

trapezoidal integral. Kinematic feedback consists of

the exoskeleton’s arm angle h, measured by the

emulated encoder. A state observer with a Kalman

filter C(s) is provided to compute an estimate of the

full feedback state. The controller was implemented

in the QNX real-time operating system, using a

sampling rate of 1 kHz.

The frequency response of the exoskeleton me-

chanism showed that the second-order LTI model

was sufficiently accurate for frequencies up to 10 Hz

[24]. The trajectory-tracking fidelity was estimated

with the coefficient of determination, R2. For a 2 Hz

sinusoid the tracking fidelity was found to be 99.3

per cent. Thus the admittance controller can accu-

rately track angular trajectories in the typical fre-

quency range of lower-limb motions.

2.2.2 Implementation of emulated inertia
compensation

The estimated angular acceleration is low-pass

filtered by means of a fourth-order Butterworth filter.

In order to produce the inertia compensation effect, a

negative feedback gain Ic is applied. This gain can be

considered as a negative inertia term at low frequen-

cies. The cut-off frequency of the low-pass filter is

4 Hz. At higher cut-off frequencies, the frequency

content in the acceleration feedback makes it harder

to control voluntary leg movements. This frequency

content is due in great part to compliance in the

coupling between the human limb and the exoskele-

ton. Very low values of cut-off frequency, on the other

hand, reduce the fidelity of the inertia compensation

effect owing to phase lag. Thus the selected cut-off

frequency represents a design compromise in terms

of frequency content and phase lag.*

*Because of the low cut-off frequency of the filter, the frequency resolution of the acceleration signals was not an issue in spite of the

relatively low sampling rate (200 Hz).
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In the absence of inertia compensation (Ic 5 0), the

controller makes the exoskeleton behave as a pure

inertia. In other words, the controller masks the

exoskeleton arm’s weight and damping from the

user. This is accomplished by making the coeffi-

cients of virtual damping �bbd
e and virtual stiffness �kkd

e

cancel, respectively, with the physical damping barm

and the gravitational ‘spring constant’ karm of the

exoskeleton’s arm. Given the location of the torque

sensor (port S in Fig. 3), the inertia felt by the user

when Ic 5 0 is the sum of the physical inertia of the

exoskeleton’s arm, Iarm (0.185 kg m2), plus the base-

line virtual inertia generated by the admittance

controller, �IId
e (set to 0.035 kg m2 in the experiments

presented here). So in theory the emulated inertia

compensator has to counteract a total inertia
�IId

e zIarm (0.22 kg m2) before it can compensate the

inertia of the leg itself.

2.2.3 Exoskeleton impedance at the port of
interaction with the user

Figure 3 shows parametric plots of the exoskeleton’s

complex impedance at the port of interaction P for

different inertia compensation gains Ic and leg swing

frequencies fc. An analysis of these plots reveals that

emulated inertia compensation actually produces a

double assistive effect. It not only increases the

natural frequency of the coupled system formed by

the human limb and the exoskeleton, but also makes

the exoskeleton perform net positive work on the

limb per swing cycle. This net work is attributed to

the fact that the exoskeleton’s impedance at the

interaction port has a negative real part. Figure 4

shows parametric plots of the exoskeleton’s complex

impedance Z
p
e jvcð Þ at port P for different swing

frequencies fc (with vc 5 2pfc) and different inertia

compensation gains Ic. It can be seen that for Ic , 0

the real part of Z
p
e jvcð Þ is negative as well. There-

fore Re Z
p
e jvcð Þ

� �
can be thought of as a negative

damping term that varies with vc. This term causes

the exoskeleton to transfer net energy to the human

leg, rather than draw energy from it as an actual

damper would.

2.3 Experiment design

2.3.1 Experimental task

An experiment was conducted to determine the ef-

fect of emulated inertia compensation on a subject’s

ability to perform movements requiring high ac-

celerations. The experimental task was presented to

the subject by means of a computer graphic inter-

face, shown in Fig. 5. The display showed two

cursors traversing the display from left to right. The

‘target’ cursor had a constant linear speed. The other

cursor moved in response to the swing motion of the

subject’s leg; its linear speed was directly pro-

portional to the root mean square (RMS) angular

velocity of leg swing, Vh. The instruction to the

subject was to make his cursor track the position of

the target. Because the target cursor moved at a

constant speed from the beginning of the trial, a

large initial acceleration of the leg was necessary to

Fig. 4 Parametric plots of the exoskeleton’s closed-
loop impedance at the interaction port, Z

p
e jvcð Þ,

where vc 5 2pfc and fc is the leg swing fre-
quency in Hz. Inertia compensation gains are
expressed as fractions of the exoskeleton’s net
inertia �IIe~Id

e zIarm

Fig. 5 Graphic user interface for the exoskeleton-
based tracking task. The subject sees only the
cursors and the ‘scrolling’ field
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make the subject’s cursor catch up with the target.

The experiment consisted of three series of tracking

trials. Each series was performed under one of three

experimental conditions.

1. UNCOUPLED. Subjects swung the leg unaided.

The MT9 inertial measurement unit was attached

to the ankle in order to measure the angular

velocity and angular acceleration of the subject’s

limb. (Angular velocity data are produced by the

turn-rate gyroscope in the inertial unit.)

2. BASELINE. Subjects swung the leg using the

exoskeleton with zero inertia compensation; thus

the leg was subject to the full inertia of the

exoskeleton’s arm. The weight of the exoskeleton’s

arm and the friction and damping of the exoske-

leton’s drive were canceled by the admittance

controller.

3. ASSIST. Subjects used the exoskeleton with a

specific level of inertia compensation, given by

the gain Ic.

The standard duration of each trial was 15 s. For all

experimental conditions, the velocity of the target

cursor, Vref, was set to be 20 per cent larger than the

subject’s preferred velocity of unassisted leg swing.

An issue in the design of the experiments was that

the transition from one experimental condition to

the next one effectively introduces a change in the

dynamics of the leg, and therefore requires the

subject to modify his net muscle torques accord-

ingly. Thus it was considered that randomizing the

presentation of the experimental conditions would

impose a strain on the subjects, and probably lead

them to assume a ‘defensive’ control strategy such as

muscle co-contraction. This would be contrary to

the desired effect of having the subject use the

exoskeleton’s dynamics to his advantage. Therefore

it was decided to present the experimental factors in

sequence. Five trials were executed in each of the

UNCOUPLED and BASELINE conditions. Eleven

trials were performed in the ASSIST condition; more

trials were assigned to this condition because it

required a greater adaptation effort on the subject’s

part. The first trial for each experimental condition

was deemed an adaptation trial and was thus

dropped from the computations.

A method was developed to determine the inertia

compensation gain Ic for the ASSIST trials, based on

finding a threshold of instability for the coupled

system formed by the human limb and the exoskele-

ton.* Every subject underwent a series of calibration

trials upon completing the BASELINE trials. Subjects

were instructed to swing their leg at a comfortable

rhythm while wearing the exoskeleton; the duration of

each calibration trial was 15 s. On each trial the subject

was exposed to increasing negative values of inertia

compensation gain Ic. The value of Ic employed for the

ASSIST trials was the same value that, during the

calibration stage, produced a first perception of

increased difficulty switching the direction of the leg.

The range of values of Ic thus established for the

subjects in this study was was 20.12 to 20.15 kg-m2.

2.3.2 Subjects

Six male healthy subjects (body mass 5 76.5 ¡ 14.1 kg

(mean ¡ s.d.); height 5 178 ¡ 6 cm; age 5 21.3 ¡ 1.5

years) took part in this study. None of the subjects had

any previous experience using the exoskeleton. All

subjects declared having no recent history of leg

injuries, and all reported right-leg dominance. The

experimental protocol was approved by the Institu-

tional Review Board of Northwestern University; all

subjects gave their informed consent prior to parti-

cipating in the experiment. The entire protocol

including obtaining informed consent, initial proce-

dures and experimental trials was designed to last

about 60 min.

2.3.3 Output variables

Figure 6 shows a time plot of the leg’s RMS angular

velocity Vh for a typical tracking trial. Also plotted is

the position error of the subject’s cursor, given by

ex tð Þ~xref tð Þ{xh tð Þ ð8Þ

where xref(t) is the horizontal position of the target

cursor and xh(t) is the horizontal position of the

subject’s cursor.{ The present analysis will focus on

the transient phase of the trial, which goes from t 5 0

to the time tc at which the subject’s cursor catches

{ Although xref(t) and xh(t) correspond to horizontal distances of the user interface, nominally they have units of radians as they

correspond to time integrals of RMS angular velocity.

*Ideally, Ic would have been made to be proportional to the moment of inertia Ih of the human limb segment. In fact, a method has been

previously tested to identify Ih using the exoskeleton [24]. However, the typical estimated values of Ih (about 0.3 kg-m2) were considerably

lower than values published in the literature (0.437 kg-m2 in Zhang et al. [29], 0.414 kg-m2 in Franken et al. [30]), and therefore were not

considered adequate for setting the inertia compensation gain.
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up with the target cursor

tc:t ex tð Þ~0

�� ð9Þ

The main hypothesis for the cursor-tracking ex-

periments was that in the BASELINE trials the

exoskeleton arm’s inertia would cause an increase

in the subjects’ mean time to zero position error in

comparison with the UNCOUPLED trials, but said

time would decrease in the ASSIST condition due to

the inertia compensation effect.

The interval for which t . tc is referred to as the

‘steady-state’ portion of the trial, and is characterized

by fairly unform RMS angular velocity on the subject’s

part. If the leg is assumed to follow a sinusoidal

trajectory in steady state, the RMS angular velocity of

leg swing, Vh, is given by Vh~
ffiffiffi
2
p

pAcfc, where fc is the

swing frequency in Hz and Ac is the amplitude of leg

swing in radians. It must be noted that subjects were

given freedom to select any combination of frequency

and amplitude of swing in order to produce Vh. The

reason is that the exoskeleton’s complex impedance

Z
p
e jvð Þ (Fig. 4) was expected to have influence on

both the frequency and the amplitude of leg swing.* If

the leg is modelled as a second-order system, the

imaginary part of Z
p
e jvð Þ is expected to increase the

natural frequency of the human limb, and in con-

sequence increase the selected swing frequency fc. On

the other hand, the real part of Z
p
e jvð Þ, which

represents a negative damping term, is expected to

reduce the damping ratio of the leg, which in turn can

cause the swing amplitude Ac to increase.

It has to be assumed that the frequency and the

amplitude of leg swing will fluctuate over the course

of an experimental trial. Therefore, the method for

computing the frequency and the amplitude has to

capture accurately their time variations. Classic

Fourier analysis is inadequate in this regard because

it assumes that the time series is stationary. How-

ever, the angular trajectory of the leg during the race

trial is clearly non-stationary, as it undergoes an ini-

tial transient phase. In order to determine the time

variations of swing frequency, the procedure called

empirical mode decomposition [31] was employed,

which separates the angular position trajectory of

the leg, h(t), into a set of components called intrinsic

mode functions (IMF). Each IMF corresponds to an

oscillation mode of time-varying amplitude and

frequency, but with the property of local symmetry.{

Thus an IMF hk(t) will have the following general

form

hk tð Þ~Ac,k tð Þ sin
fc,k tð Þ

2p
tzwk


 �
ð10Þ

The instantaneous frequency fc,k(t) and amplitude
Ac,k(t) are computed using the Hilbert transform.
The procedure is outlined in Appendix 2. The
present analysis focuses on the component of h(t)
with the lowest frequency range. The instantaneous
frequency associated with it is considered to be the
frequency of leg swing, and is denoted simply as
fc(t).

2.3.4 Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was employed to determine how

the behaviour of the output variables (tc, Vh, fc, Ac,

ex) changed from one experimental condition to the

next. Analysis of the experimental data was per-

formed using Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA,

USA). The mean values of the output variables were

computed for each individual subject and each

experimental condition: UNCOUPLED (U), BASE-

LINE (B), and ASSIST (A). The first trial in each

{ In order to guarantee symmetry, the IMF has to satisfy two conditions: (a) the number of extrema and the number of zero crossings must

either equal or differ at most by one; and (b) at any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by the local maxima and the envelope

defined by the local minima is zero.

Fig. 6 Example of a time trajectory for the tracking
trial. The plot shows the evolution of the RMS
angular velocity of leg swing, Vh, when tracking
the reference value Vref. Also shown is the time
trajectory of the position error ex(t)

*This influence can be observed even in the BASELINE condition. When subjects are allowed to swing their leg freely they tend to do so at

a frequency lower than their usual frequency, but with larger amplitude.
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experimental condition was dropped from the

computation of the mean.* For example, the mean

times to zero position error for subject s under the

different experimental conditions were given by

�ttcð ÞUs ~
1

NU{1

XNU

i~2

tcð ÞUs,i

�ttcð ÞBs ~
1

NB{1

XNB

i~2

tcð ÞBs,i

�ttcð ÞAs ~
1

NA{1

XNA

i~2

tcð ÞAs,i

ð11Þ

For each subject, the percentage variation of the

means (equations (11)) among two experimental

conditions was obtained

R �ttcð ÞU ,B
s ~

�ttcð ÞBs { �ttcð ÞUs
�ttcð ÞUs

|100

R �ttcð ÞB,A
s ~

�ttcð ÞAs { �ttcð ÞBs
�ttcð ÞBs

|100

R �ttcð ÞU ,A
s ~

�ttcð ÞAs { �ttcð ÞUs
�ttcð ÞUs

|100

ð12Þ

The statistics of interest were the means of the

percentage variations, taken over the entire set of Ns

experimental subjects

�RR �ttcð ÞU ,B
~

1

Ns

XNs

s~1

R �ttcð ÞU ,B
s

�RR �ttcð ÞB,A
~

1

Ns

XNs

s~1

R �ttcð ÞB,A
s

�RR �ttcð ÞU ,A
~

1

Ns

XNs

s~1

R �ttcð ÞU ,A
s

ð13Þ

The standard errors of the means (s.e.m.) were also

computed:
S R �ttcð ÞU ,B
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ns

p ,
S R �ttcð ÞB,A
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ns

p ,
S R �ttcð ÞU ,A
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ns

p .

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests were performed

on the output variables. The factors considered were

experimental condition, subject number and number

of the trial within a given experimental condition. The

latter was used to detect the possible occurrence of

learning or other forms of adaptation resulting from

repetition of the task.

2.3.5 Catch trials

The effect of the exoskeleton’s assistive forces can be

confounded by subjective effects such as motivation,

or a tendency to overcompensate for the impedance

of the exoskeleton. In order to obtain additional evi-

dence of the exoskeleton’s assistive effect, a number

of catch trials were implemented for the ASSIST

condition. These corresponded to trials numbers 4,

8, and 11 of the ASSIST sequence.

Trials 4 and 8 are extended-duration trials; they

are intended to show the assistive effect of the exo-

skeleton during the steady-state phase. Figure 7

shows exemplary plots of these catch trials for a

typical ASSIST sequence. (Ic has been scaled verti-

cally for easier visualization.) At t 5 15 s the inertia

compensation gain Ic suddenly goes to zero and

remains at that value for about 7.5 s, after which the

original value of Ic is restored. The expected effect,

noticeable in Fig. 7, is a reduction in the magnitude

of the leg’s velocity Vh(t) during the time interval

with Ic 5 0, followed by a partial recovery in the

magnitude of Vh(t) once Ic is restored. As a con-

sequence, during the period at Ic 5 0 the distance

between the two cursors, defined by ex(t), also tends

to become smaller. Trial 11 is a trial of normal

duration, but with zero inertia compensation ap-

plied for the entire duration of the trial. Its main

purpose is to demonstrate the effect of the exoske-

leton during the transient phase. The expected

behaviour in this case is a slower rate of acceleration

compared with inertia-compensated trials; this

effect can be observed by comparing maximum

RMS angular velocity for trial 11 to the correspond-

ing value for trial 10. For every catch trial done by

every subject we computed the RMS velocity ratios

described in Table 1.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Transient phase

In the experiments reported here, the net time

available for the subjects to adapt to the exoskeleton

was rather limited. In consequence, the inertia com-

*Any difficulties that the subject has adapting to a new experimental condition will show, especially in the first trial. Therefore this trial is

not considered to be representative of the subject’s overall performance for that condition.
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pensation gains Ic were applied conservatively, with a

range of 20.1417 ¡ 0.0133 kg m2 (mean ¡ s.d.). Thus

the net inertia value of 0.22 kg m2 was not fully

compensated for.

Figure 8 shows the percentage variations in the

time to zero position error tc during the tracking task.

The experimental condition (UNCOUPLED, BASE-

LINE, ASSIST) had a significant effect (p 5 0.007) on

this catch-up time. For the BASELINE condition, the

time to zero position error had an increase of

41.7 ¡ 21.2 per cent (mean ¡ s.e.m.) with respect to

the UNCOUPLED condition. Such increase is attri-

butable almost certainly to the exoskeleton’s arm

inertia, which naturally limits the angular accelera-

tion that can be imparted on the leg. By contrast, the

mean time to zero position error in the ASSIST

condition was only 19.0 per cent higher than in the

UNCOUPLED condition, although with 15.3 per cent

s.e.m. Therefore, emulated inertia compensation in

the ASSIST condition counteracted to a certain extent

the effects of the arm’s inertia, although not to the

point of making the subjects match their times for the

UNCOUPLED case.

The trial number within a particular experimental

condition was not found to be a significant factor on

the time to catch-up (p 5 0.508). Thus the experiment

did not reveal effects deriving from repetition of the

task. However, longer series of trials may be necessary

to determine conclusively whether repetition is a fac-

tor on the subjects’ performance, for example through

learning or subject fatigue.

The general behaviour of the RMS velocity as a

function of time during the tracking experiment is

shown in Fig. 9(a). The plots provide comparisons of

ASSIST versus UNCOUPLED condition, and ASSIST

versus BASELINE. The time trajectories show an initial

high-velocity phase during which subjects tried to

reach the target cursor, followed by a ‘steady-state’

phase characterized by roughly constant RMS angular

velocity. In order to achieve greater angular velocity

during the transient phase, subjects tended to impart a

combination of large swing frequency (Fig. 9(b)), and

large swing amplitude (Fig. 9(c)). A precise estimate of

the effects of the experimental conditions was

obtained by first computing, for each trial, the mean

values of RMS angular velocity, swing frequency, and

swing amplitude during the transient phase

Vh,tr~
1

tc

ðtc

0

Vh dt

fc,tr~
1

tc

ðtc

0

fc dt

Ac,tr~
1

tc

ðtc

0

Ac dt

ð14Þ
The percentage variations of mean RMS angular

velocity among experimental conditions (R̄(V̄h,tr)
U,B,

R̄(V̄h,tr)
B,A, R̄(V̄h,tr)

U,A) were computed in a manner

analogous to the one described by equations (11),

(12), and (13). A similar procedure was followed for

the mean swing frequency and the mean swing

amplitude. The results are shown in Fig. 10. The

experimental condition was found to have a sig-

nificant effect (p . 0) on all the computed percen-

tage variations. The behaviour of the RMS velocity

basically reflected the behaviour of the swing fre-

quency (Figs 10(a) and 10(b)). In the BASELINE

Table 1 Computed RMS velocity ratios for catch trials

Trial no. (tr) RMS velocity ratios Mean RMS velocities Time intervals

4, 8 �VVh Ic~0j
Vh,ss

�VVh,ss~
1

tfs{tos

ðtfs

tos

Vh dt
tos 5 7.5 s
tfs 5 15 s

�VVh Ic~0j ~
1

tfc{toc

ðtfc

toc

Vh dt
toc 5 15 s
tfc 5 22.5 s

11
max Vtr~11

h

� 
max Vtr~10

h

�  t , 7.5 s

Fig. 7 Time series plots of typical catch trials for the
ASSIST task with inertia compensation. The
time plot for the inertia compensation gain Ic

has been scaled vertically for easier visualiza-
tion
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condition subjects reduced their swing frequency in

comparison with the UNCOUPLED condition, which

is consistent with the increased inertia introduced by

the exoskeleton’s mechanism. The ASSIST condition

produced a moderate recovery in swing frequency.

The effect of the experimental conditions on the

swing amplitude (Fig. 10(c)) was less discernible.

The time histories of the position error ex(t) provide

another perspective on the effect of the exoskeleton

on the legs’ transient response. Figure 11 shows the

averaged time histories of ex(t) for all subjects under

each experimental condition. In the BASELINE con-

dition, the position error converges to steady state

more slowly. In the ASSIST condition there appears to

be a similar rate of convergence together with non-

zero steady-state error. The shape of the error curves

suggests that the subject’s response when tracking

the reference cursor can be modelled as a second-

order system. Thus the transfer function relating the

position error ex(t) to the target cursor’s position

xref(t) is defined as

FE sð Þ: E sð Þ
Xref sð Þ ð15Þ

In the tracking experiment, the position of the target
cursor is given by xref(t) 5Vreft. The error response to
this ramp input in the Laplace domain is

E sð Þ~Vref
FE sð Þ

s2
ð16Þ

From the final value theorem, the steady-state value
of the position error is given by

lim
t?‘

ex tð Þ~Vref lim
s?0

FE sð Þ
s

ð17Þ

Fig. 9 Time trajectories of the kinematic variables during the tracking task: (a) RMS angular
velocity, (b) swing frequency, and (c) swing amplitude. Line plots represent the mean
values across all subjects and all trials within a particular experimental condition. Shaded
regions represent the standard error of the mean

Fig. 8 Percentage variations (mean ¡ s.e.m.) for the
time to zero position error (tc), among the
different experimental conditions: BASELINE
versus UNCOUPLED (R̄(t̄c)U,B), ASSIST versus
BASELINE (R̄(t̄c)B,A) and ASSIST versus UN-
COUPLED (R̄(t̄c)U,A)
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In order to reproduce the steady-state error beha-

viours shown in Fig. 11, the following realization of

FE(s) is proposed

FE sð Þ~KE
s szaEð Þ

s2z2fE vn,Eszv2
n,E

ð18Þ

The value of the steady-state error in equation (18) is

controlled by the term aE. Figure 11 suggests that, for

the UNCOUPLED and BASELINE conditions, aE

should be nearly zero, but clearly negative in the

ASSIST condition. For every trial done by every

subject, the parameters fE, vn,E, aE, and KE of the

position error response were identified using Matlab’s

‘fminsearch’ optimization function. The decay rate of

the error response was computed as

sE~fE vn,E ð19Þ

This decay rate indicates how fast the position error

converges towards steady state.

Figure 12(a) shows the percentage variations of the

decay rate of the error among experimental conditions.

There was not a distinguishable effect of the experi-

mental conditions on the decay rate (p 5 0.582). Thus

it appears that the ASSIST condition (inertia compen-

sation) did not contribute to increase the rate of

convergence of the position error. On the other hand,

Fig. 12(b) shows that the ASSIST condition produced a

right-plane zero (aE) of large magnitude (p 5 0.044).

This zero reflects the tendency of the subjects to

overshoot the target cursor in the ASSIST condition,

which can be noticed in Fig. 11(c). Thus equation (18)

suggests that the error response in the ASSIST

condition corresponds to a non-minimum phase sys-

tem. The non-passive behaviour of the system can

probably be explained by the exoskeleton producing a

net transfer of energy to the leg during the trial.

3.2 Steady-state phase

The steady-state phase of the task provided informa-

tion about the subjects’ ability to perform a moder-

Fig. 11 Averaged time histories of the position error
ex(t), for the different experimental conditions:
(a) UNCOUPLED, (b) BASELINE, (c) ASSIST.
Plotted data are mean (lines) ¡ s.e.m. (shaded
regions) of ex(t).

Fig. 10 Transient phase: percentage variations (mean ¡ s.e.m.) among the different experi-
mental conditions for (a) mean RMS angular velocity (Vh,tr), (b) mean swing frequency
(fc,tr), and (c) mean swing amplitude (Ac,tr)
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ately challenging precision task, namely tracking the

position of the target cursor, under the different

experimental conditions. For each trial performed by

every subject, the RMS value of the position error ex(t)

was computed for t . tc. Figure 13 shows the mean

percentage variations of the RMS position error

among experimental conditions. Position error in-

creased significantly in the BASELINE condition and

more so in the ASSIST condition (p . 0), which

suggests that subjects had more difficulty tracking

the target when using the exoskeleton.

3.3 Catch trials

The removal of inertia compensation had a highly

significant effect on the RMS velocity of swing

(p 5 0.034). Figure 14 shows the mean ratios of RMS

velocity for trials 4 and 8 in the ASSIST condition,

computed in the way described in Table 1. Error bars

show the standard error of the mean. The ratio of

maximum RMS angular velocities between trials 11

and 10 was 0.96 ¡ 0.02 per cent (mean ¡ s.e.m.). Thus

the removal of inertia compensation was found to

reduce the subjects’ capability to accelerate the leg,

even though they may have compensated for the

exoskeleton’s inertia during trial 11.

Fig. 12 Position-error response modeled as a second-order system, (a) Percentage variations of
the decay rate of the position error (sE) among the different experimental conditions:
BASELINE versus UNCOUPLED (R̄(s̄E)U,B), ASSIST versus BASELINE (R̄(s̄E)B,A), and
ASSIST versus UNCOUPLED (R̄(s̄E)U,A). (b) Mean ¡ s.e.m. of the second-order system’s
zero (sE) for each experimental condition

Fig. 13 Percentage variations (mean ¡ s.e.m.) for the
RMS position error during the steady-state
phase, among the different experimental con-
ditions: BASELINE versus UNCOUPLED, AS-
SIST versus BASELINE, and ASSIST versus
UNCOUPLED

Fig. 14 Mean ratios of RMS velocity for catch trials 4
and 8 in the ASSIST condition
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4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Control method based on emulated inertia
compensation

A major challenge in enabling an exoskeleton to

increase the agility of the limbs is counteracting the

mechanism’s inertia. The solution proposed here

was a controller that combines admittance control

and positive feedback of low-pass filtered angular

acceleration. For its first implementation, the con-

troller was tested on a 1-DOF, statically mounted

exoskeleton that assists knee flexion and extension.

The use of positive acceleration feedback makes the

exoskeleton behave as an active impedance. To the

best of the authors’ knowledge, the experiments

reported here are among the first in which active

impedance has been employed specifically to assist

the swing movement of the limbs.

Robot passivity has been long established as a con-

dition for guaranteed coupled stability in human-

robot interaction [32, 33]. By contrast, the control

method presented here makes the exoskeleton non-

passive, with the implication that the exoskeleton is

unstable in isolation. Stable interaction between the

exoskeleton and the lower extremities is possible due

in part to the passive dynamics of the leg, but it is very

likely that the human sensorimotor control plays an

important role in stabilizing the coupled system [34].

In the experiments reported here, subjects were

generally quite able to interact stably with the exo-

skeleton. A similar ability was observed in a previous

study in which the exoskeleton’s controller displayed

pure negative damping [23].

4.2 Tracking task: transient phase

The present study sought to determine whether

emulated inertia compensation can improve the

subject’s ability to execute leg movements requiring

high accelerations. The tracking task required sub-

jects to increase the mean speed of the leg as quickly

as possible. In the BASELINE condition, the exoske-

leton mechanism’s inertia slowed down the leg’s

response, which resulted in longer times to catch up

with the target. Emulated inertia compensation in

the ASSIST condition produced a moderate improve-

ment in the subjects’ catch-up times, although they

were not quite able to match the times of the

UNASSISTED case. The latter outcome was not

unexpected, considering that the inertia compensa-

tion gains did not fully compensate the inertia of the

exoskeleton’s arm. In order to improve the speed of

reactive movements with respect to those of the

unassisted leg, it may be necessary to expose

subjects to higher magnitudes of negative compen-

sation gain Ic, which in turn will probably require

longer adaptation periods. However, it should be

noted that the control algorithm produces two

coupled effects: modulation of the natural frequency

of the leg, and net energy transfer to the leg. The

latter is attributed to the negative damping term of

the port impedance (Re Z
p
e jvcð Þ

� �
in Fig. 3). Thus the

controller can in principle have an assistive effect on

the user even when the exoskeleton’s inertia is not

fully compensated.

The variations in the time to zero position error

among experimental conditions (Fig. 8) were con-

sistent with the observed variations in swing fre-

quency (Fig. 10(b)). These were in turn consistent

with the inertia compensation gains employed.

However, when the behaviour of the position error

of the tracking experiment was analysed as a second-

order system, the ASSIST condition did not increase

the rate of decay of the error toward steady state, as

would have been expected from a system with

reduced inertia. Instead it was found that the work

performed by negative damping in the ASSIST

condition made itself apparent in the fact that

subjects tended to overshoot the target and remain

ahead of it (Fig. 11(c)). For future experiments it

would be desirable to establish a relationship

between work performed by negative damping and

muscle activation.

4.3 Tracking task: steady-state phase

A complementary effect of inertia compensation is

that it contributes to increase the steady-state fre-

quency of leg swing. In a previous study with the 1-

DOF exoskeleton [25], subjects were not constrained

to track the target cursor, but merely to move their

cursor past the target within a certain period of time.

In the ASSIST condition, subjects settled on a swing

frequency noticeably higher than that of the BASE-

LINE condition. A similar trend was observed in the

experiments reported here (Fig. 9(b)). On the other

hand, the steady-state RMS position error was

consistently highest in the ASSIST condition, which

indicates that subjects had difficulty maintaining

alignment between their cursor and the target cursor.

The probable cause is that, since the exoskeleton’s

complex impedance has influence on both the

frequency and the amplitude of leg swing, as pointed

out in sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.3, it was difficult for

subjects to control their amplitude and frequency of

leg swing independently.
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It is possible that the exoskeleton induces a

preferable combination of swing frequency and

swing amplitude, for example one that minimizes

metabolic cost, and in consequence a preferable

value of RMS angular velocity as well. If that is the

case, swinging at lower speeds may be actually more

difficult by demanding more metabolic energy. It

remains to be determined whether this difficulty can

be overcome through longer training sessions using

the exoskeleton.

4.4 Tracking task: catch trials

Catch trials provided complementary evidence of the

assistive effect of the exoskeleton. Sudden removal of

inertia compensation (i.e. making Ic 5 0) consistently

produced a moderate reduction in RMS angular

velocity, in both the transient and steady-state phases

of the trials. However, for a more objective measure-

ment of the assistive effect of the exoskeleton, future

experiments will need to measure the net torque and

net work contributed by the exoskeleton and by the

muscles.

4.5 Future work

A planned next step in this research is to test the

emulated inertia compensation method on a wear-

able exoskeleton for assisting the swing phase of

walking. Muscle activation during the swing phase

occurs mainly in the hip flexor muscles [35]. Thus

the design being considered is a hip-mounted device

with actuators assisting hip flexion and extension

in the sagittal plane. An hypothesis to be tested is

whether emulated inertia compensation leads to an

increase in the preferred step frequency, and by

extension the speed of walking, without significantly

increasing metabolic cost.

Each phase of the walking cycle contributes to the

overall metabolic cost. At normal speeds, the meta-

bolic cost of the stance phase represents about 45

per cent of the total cost, whereas leg swing is

relatively inexpensive [36]. However, as step fre-

quency increases, the relative contribution of leg

swing to the metabolic cost tends to surpass that of

the stance phase, reaching nearly 40 per cent of the

total cost at speeds near the walk-to-run transition

value [37]. Therefore, an exoskeleton that acts chiefly

during the swing phase is better suited to enabling

walking at higher speeds.

However, it will be necessary to determine how

the energetic cost of leg swing trades off against

the energetic cost of step-to-step transitions when

wearing the exoskeleton. The negative damping term

in the exoskeleton’s impedance (Fig. 4) will likely

contribute to increase step length. However, in-

creased step length may increase the cost of redirect-

ing the centre of mass during step to step transitions

[38]. The current version of the exoskeleton control-

ler has only one adjustable gain, Ic which prevents

adjusting the pendulum frequency and positive work

effects independently. For walking assistance the

control algorithm will probably need to tune these

effects separately.

A second research question is whether emulated

inertia compensation can help the user perform faster

reactive movements, like corrective stepping, in order

to avoid a fall. The experimental results reported here

suggest this might be the case. The question could

be answered through a similar experiment, the hip-

perturbation experiment reported by Thelen et al.

[39]. It was found that the ability to regain balance

declines with age, owing mainly to a reduction in

capability to produce joint torques. Likewise, experi-

ments reported by Dean et al. [40] revealed that

maximum isometric hip torque decreases signifi-

cantly with age. An exoskeleton with inertia compen-

sation might be able to compensate for the lost

capability to produce muscle force, by making the

leg’s dynamics more responsive to the muscle torques

that the subject can generate.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A study was conducted to test a novel exoskeleton

control method aimed at increasing the agility of the

lower limbs. The controller was designed to make the

1-DOF exoskeleton unstable in isolation, but capable

of interacting stably with the user on account of the

passive dynamics of the human limb. The experi-

mental results suggest that emulated inertia com-

pensation can counteract the adverse effects of the

exoskeleton’s inertia on the transient response of the

human limbs. In steady state, the controller’s effect

was an increase in the frequency of leg swing with

respect to the unassisted case. The experiments also

produced evidence of the controller’s capability to

transfer net energy to the limbs. Catch trials showed

that the observed differences among experimental

conditions were not attributed solely to subjective

factors. With larger feedback gains and sufficient

adaptation time, the controller may enable exoskele-

ton users to perform reactive movements that are

consistently faster than in the unassisted case. So far

the controller has only been tested at the single-joint

level. A logical next step will be to test the emulated
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inertia compensation method on a wearable exoske-

leton designed to assist walking. An appropriate re-

search question is whether the controller can help

users to take quicker steps in response to destabilizing

perturbations.
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APPENDIX

Notation

Ac(t) instantaneous amplitude of leg swing

(rad)

barm damping of the exoskeleton’s arm

(N m s/rad)
�bbd

e virtual (admittance-model) damping
of the exoskeleton’s drive mechanism
at the torque sensor port (N m s/rad)

ex(t) position error of the subject’s cursor

(rad)

fc(t) instantaneous frequency of leg swing

(Hz)

Iarm moment of inertia of the exoskele-

ton’s arm (kg m2)

Ic emulated inertia compensator’s gain

(kg m2)

Ih moment of inertia of the human limb

(kg m2)
�IId

e virtual (admittance-model) moment
of inertia of the exoskeleton’s drive
mechanism at the torque sensor port
(kg m2)

karm gravitational spring constant of the

exoskeleton’s arm (N m/rad)
�kkd

e virtual (admittance-model) stiffness
of the exoskeleton’s drive mechanism
at the torque sensor port (N m/rad)

tc time to zero position error (s)

xh(t) horizontal position of the subject’s

cursor (rad)

xref(t) horizontal position of the target

cursor in the tracking trial (rad)

Z
p
e jvcð Þ closed-loop impedance of the exo-

skeleton at the port of interaction
with the user (N m s/rad)

aE zero of the position-error response of

the human leg in the tracking trial

(rad)

h(t) angular position of the exoskeleton

arm (rad)

sE decay rate of the position-error

response of the human leg in the

tracking trial (1/s)

ts torque measured by the exoskele-

ton’s torque sensor (N m)

vc angular frequency of leg swing (rad/s)
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vn,e natural frequency of the exoskeleton

drive (rad/s)

Vh(t) RMS angular velocity of swing of the

human limb (rad/s)

Vref reference RMS angular velocity for

the tracking trial (rad/s)

APPENDIX 2

Computation of the instantaneous frequency and
amplitude of a signal using the Hilbert spectrum

For an arbitrary time series x(t), the Hilbert trans-

form y(t) is defined as the convolution of x(t) with

t21

y tð Þ~ 1

p
P

ð‘

{‘

x t ’ð Þ
t{t’

dt ’ ð20Þ

where P denotes the Cauchy principal value. The

Cauchy principal value of f(x) is defined [41] as

lim
a?‘

Ð a

{a f xð Þdx. With the above definition, x(t) and

y(t) are combined to form a complex conjugate pair

yielding the analytic signal z(t)

z tð Þ~x tð Þziy tð Þ~a tð Þeiw tð Þ ð21Þ

where

a tð Þ~ x2 tð Þzy2 tð Þ
� �1=2 ð22Þ

and

w tð Þ~ arctan
y tð Þ
x tð Þ ð23Þ

From equation (23) the instantaneous frequency of

x(t) is defined as

v tð Þ~ dw

dt
ð24Þ

whereas the instantaneous amplitude is defined

precisely by equation (22).

In order to determine the instantaneous frequency

and amplitude of the subject’s leg motions, the leg’s

angular position signal h(t) was decomposed into a

set of components called intrinsic mode functions

(IMF), following the procedure called empirical

mode decomposition [31]. Each IMF corresponds

to an oscillation mode of variable amplitude and

frequency, but with the property of local symmetry.

For the purposes of this analysis, the instantaneous

amplitude and frequency of interest are those

corresponding to the component of h(t) with the

lowest range of instantaneous frequency. The mode

of interest was converted to an analytic signal by

obtaining the Hilbert transform. The instantaneous

swing amplitude As and swing frequency vc were

determined by applying equations (22) and (24)

respectively to the computed Hilbert transform.
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